W O R K S TAT I O N S

Eborcraft’s Abbey range of desking, meeting
tables and storage offers classic, modular furniture
so versatile it can cater for entire office systems
or individual desking requirements.
All manufactured in a choice of real wood
veneers, the Abbey range makes the beauty of
natural wood furniture accessible for the whole
office and enables desking areas to be
co-ordinated with functional storage solutions
in matching veneer finishes.

Steamed Beech

Modular Abbey workstations and desks offer a
variety of different combinations and configurations
to make effective use of floor space in both open
plan offices and call centre environments.
The stylish line of the wave desk provides a
comfortable working area using a simple,
streamlined shape and a contemporary cantilever
base to increase the appearance of space.

Ash

Desk-end semi-circular tables
and desk-high pedestals provide
additional top space and
practical meeting points, while
a choice of three or four
drawer under-desk pedestals
offer personal storage.

Core workstations easily facilitate team

For a more classic appearance, the slab end workstation

working and allow configurations of up to five

combines quality with elegance. Fixed wave extensions

desks to suit high density VDU applications.

and quadrant bookcases illustrate the modular options
that can be incorporated to create additional space and
an individual look.

Oak

A simple, rectangular slab end table can be easily
adapted for executive and managerial offices by adding
a slab end extension to create a more imposing desk
that offers additional space and prestige.

Maple

Combining a slab end wave desk with a
wave fixed extension provides a stylish
alternative to more traditionally shaped
managerial desks whilst still achieving a
professional, attractive appearance.
Walnut

Cherry Shade 3

Adding a desk-end teardrop table creates a more versatile
managerial desk that offers extended working space and
a convenient area for small or informal meetings. The
chrome cantilever supports, together with the linked table
and the sweeping bow front of the desk, have an imposing
quality that makes this configuration unmistakably managerial.

Somnia, we can provide detailed three-dimensional room
layouts using your office dimensions and furniture from the
Abbey range. All the Abbey furniture has been digitally
created in every top shape, base option and veneer choice
which can be quickly inserted into a room plan to show
the many different coordinated choices of
tables, workstations and
storage solutions.

VENEER OPTIONS

P L A N N I N G A N D Q U OTAT I O N S E R V I C E

Using an innovative programme from software designers

Ash

Steamed Beech

Cherry Shade 3

Walnut

Furniture can be moved around the room, veneer
choices and other options can be viewed and the
whole room plan can be rotated 360 degrees, helping
you to visualise your new Abbey office from every

Oak

angle before you even place an order.

Maple

Sapele Shade 3

